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The exploration to enhance the properties of Mn3Sn was
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Although I have visited Japan, in particular ISSP, many
times, I have very little Japanese survival sentences.
After a one-year duration of stay, I still have

not

improved my Japanese. Maybe the life between ISSP and
Kashiwa Lodge where I stayed was very convenient so I
had less cultural experience. During summer, my family
visited me in Japan. They had already experienced the
summer in Tokyo, which is quite hot, so with the help of
Akiko Kameda and Dr. Hiro Suzuki, I could place them
in Sendai and they enjoyed exploring touristic spots
around Tohoku area.
I had a great time during my stay at Nakatsuji’s group
and at ISSP. For that, I would like to thank: Masaki
Tsujimoto and Dr. Takahiro Tomita for their technical
assistance, our group secretaries Mariko Suzuki and
Yuko Ishiguchi for their help with administration, and
ISSP ILO team Akiko Kameda, Atsuko Yamauchi and
Ayano Hashiguchi for helping me settle to live in
Kashiwa and work at ISSP. I hope, in the future, I could
contribute more to Nakatsuji group as well as to ISSP.
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